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I. Language (15 points) 

A- Fill in each gap with an appropriate word or expression from the list. (2 pts) 

1. My parents ………………………… travel at the weekend if the weather is nice.  (have – may – need) 

2. You ……………………………. have bought all this food. There aren’t many guests. (won’t - 

wouldn’t -  needn’t) 

3. Try to avoid ………………………….…… food that contains to much fat. (to eat – eating – eat) 

4. The village ……………………..…….. we grew up has completely changed. (where – which – whose) 

B- Rewrite the sentences beginning with the words given. (3 pts) 

 

1. We didn’t send the invitations on time. 

The invitations …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. It’s a pity I didn’t study Biology. 

I wish ……………………………………………..………………………..……………………………… 

3. “How can you remember all these phone numbers?” I asked Tom. 

I asked Tom …..……………………………..……………………………..……………………………… 

C- Put the verbs between brackets in the correct tense. (2 pts) 

Jane: (you/take) ………………….…………… your driving test yet? 

Badre: Not yet, I’m still taking driving lessons; I hope I (finish) ……………………….… next month. 

D- Fill in each gap with an appropriate word from the list. (2 pts) 

harmful – connection – consumption -  common – powerful 

1. The main objective of advertising is to encourage …………..…………………… 

2. Excessive use of mobile phones can be ……………………...…………… to your health. 

E- Give the correct form of the words between brackets. (2 pts) 

1. I finally got a job. I now feel (independence) ………………………….. ………. of my parents. 

2. The city council has made the necessary (arrange) ………… …………….. for the summer festival. 

F- Match each expression with its appropriate function. (2 pts) 

1. Many people attended the match despite the bad weather. 

2. The wedding party was delayed due to financial problems. 

3. He’s learning Spanish so as to communicate with his Spanish wife. 

4. Physical exercise helps you keep fit. It can also make you feel relaxed. 

a. Cause and effect 

b. Concession 

c. Addition 

d. purpose 

 

G- Write appropriate responses to the following situations. (2 pts) 

 

1. You are staying in a hotel. The room is dirty. 

      You: (complain to the hotel manager)  …………………………..………………………………………… 

2. Teacher: You are late again! 

   You: (apologize) ……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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